Department of Marketing, Advertising, Retailing, & Sales
The Department of Marketing, Advertising, Retailing, and Sales (MARS), located in
the Faculty of Business and Law at Auckland University of Technology, Auckland,
New Zealand, is seeking to fill two positions due to growth and recent retirement.
Both positions are at the Lecturer/Senior Lecturer (Assistant Professor) level,
with a 2015 commencement.
Our department is building strength in the consumer research, advertising, retailing,
and services areas and we are primarily seeking candidates who can make a
significant research and teaching contribution in one or more of these areas. We have
a particular interest around sensory studies, but any research in these areas is
welcome. If a candidate were also capable of teaching in the marketing strategy area,
this would be advantageous. We also have a burgeoning research interest in
sustainable business.
The AUT Business School is AACSB Accredited, is rated 4 stars in the QS Stars
Business Schools assessment, and was awarded 4 Palmes by the Eduniversal Global
Ranking and Rating Agency. AUT is ranked in the top 5% of universities worldwide
by the QS World University Rankings, and Auckland as a city is ranked 18th in the
world for Best Student City rankings. The MARS department offers undergraduate,
research postgraduate (Masters and PhD), and professional postgraduate (MBA and
MMktg) programs. We have a vibrant research group, regularly publishing in top
ranked journals. We have good research funding and resources, and a convenient
CBD location for interaction with leading organisations. Lecturers/Senior Lecturers
are able to take six-month sabbaticals (full-salary) after every three years, with
additional travel/research funding support.
Professor Andrew Parsons and Helene Wilkinson will be available for initial
interviews on Friday, August 1st 2014, at the AMA San Francisco. To request an
interview please send a cover letter along with your CV to Helene
helene.wilkinson@aut.ac.nz by July 4th. If you are not attending the AMA in San
Francisco, please indicate this in your cover letter so that we might arrange an
electronic interview.
For candidates in Europe, Latin America, or Asia who may like to discuss the
positions, we will have representatives at ICORIA (Amsterdam) 26th – 28th June, at
ACR Latin America (Guadalajara) 24th – 26th July, and GMC (Singapore) 9th – 12th
July. Please contact Helene Wilkinson with your CV and cover letter if you would like
to arrange a meeting with any of these people, or to be considered for an e-interview.
For more information on Auckland University of Technology, please visit
www.aut.ac.nz. The positions will be listed in our vacancies late July/early August.
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